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Falsification of financial aid forms could mean S10,000 fine

College men.must sign up for draft or lose aid.
by Kathleen G. Foronda ·
Managing Editor

..

Male financial aid applicants who
refuse to comply with draft
regulations could be fin¢ or imprisoned for falsifying their financial
aidfonns.
·
Under an amendment to the Selective
Act, UCF and other institutions that disburse federal aid
must . obtain certification that male

Service

applicants born in 1960 or later have
registered for the draft. The
regulation goes into effect on July 1.
In compliance, UCF has included
this statemen~ on its 1983-'84 institutional financial aid form: "I affirm
that if federal law requires that I
register for the draft, I have complied." Any intentional falsification of
a UCF financial aid form could result
in a fine of up to $10,000 and a jail
sentence of up to five years. .

The law affects male students who
apply for the Pell Grant, National
Direct Student Loan, College Work
Study, Florida Guaranteed Student
Loan, and the Suppl~mental
Educational Opportunity Grant.
According to Don Baldwin, UCF's
financial aid director, 4,070 male
students are currently receiving
financial aid from the university. .The
percentage of those who have not
complied with the Selective Service

Act is unknown, Baldwin ~aid.
A constitutional issue, discrimination by sex, is involved, Baldwin said.
"But the court doesn't seem to want
to hear it right now," he said. "That
causes a lot of animosity."
animosity.''
For now, the certification notice oii
the forms is adequate, Baldwin said,
but eventuallY. the financial aid office _
Draft, page 3

SG, police working
for·an escort service
- by Roger Simmons
Future News

In an effort to increase campus
security, Student Government and
the UCF Police Department have
completed plans for a student escort
and patrol service.

•

If approved by the senate, the
program might begin by the end of
this month, according to Sen. JanetBush.

The program would provide escorts
for students to their cars or other
parts of the campus from 7 p.m. to 2
a.m.

•

Originally, the police departement
was to fund the program this year,
with $32,175 for salaries and an additional $5,000 for equipment. But
recent budget cuts forced the department to drop its funding.
Seacrist said that half of the funding for the patrol will be included in
~ture police department budgets.

Senate plans
to increase
voter turnout
by Roger Simmons
Future news

Bush said the student escorts
would also patrol specific areas of the
campus, acting as additioi:ial eyes and
-ears for .t he poli~e and reporting
anything unusual or suspicious.

•

Trash or treasures?
•

Eileen Samelson/Future

There are antiques, junk and antique-junk at Oviedo's Guess What Shop. S~
Encore, page 9, for a Future reporter's impressions. ·

According to the bill, SG would
A bill introduce4 by senators Mark
allocate $9,880. The administration
.would pay an extra $4,923 for equip- Geary and Cary Peaden designates
the area in front of the Engineering
ment.
Building as the new polling site. It
If approved, 12 student escorts and also requires SG to hire musical enterone student supervisor will be hired tainment to perform between 10 a.m.
for the program, chief of police and 2 p.m. each day of the primary
Ronald Seacrist said. They will have election.
three hours of classroom instruction ··
on how to use radios and other
Sen. Rob Rotter proposed several
equipment. The students will also amendments to the bilL He wanted
have field training, induding ballots to be revised so that if a canpatrolling techniques.
didate was running unopposed -i n an
election, voters could -mark "yes" or
"no" on whether the candidate should
be elected.

Student apathy catalyst to campus' Crimes .
by Andrea 0. Farr

The student senate is considering a
plan aimed at improving voter turnout by reforming several aspects of
the Student Government voting
process.

Through social gatherings, such as a
isolated place, and the bigger we -·
Future news
wine and cheese party held in
become, the ~nore crime we can anKaren Culton, crime prevention
J 8:11Uary, program coordinators are
ticipate."
coordinator/consultant of the campus providing ways for campus residents
Culton, 25, was recently hired by
police department could complain
to get to know each other and build
the police department to survey the
that the campus doesn't have enough concern for one another.
campus for areas vulnerable to crime.
funding for crime prevention, or not
. Culton said campu~ police intend to . Her temporary position ends Feb. 15.
enough personnel or effective ideas.
train dorm students in physical
According to Culton, crimes are
However, she said the stumbling ·
security, rape prevention and suspect more likely to occur in dark pathways
block appears to be the students lack identification. A plan similar to local
between buildings and on the exercise
of concern for their peers.
Neighborhood Watch programs called trail located at the southwest end of
To battle this apathetic attitude
"Campus Crime Watch" awaits imthe university.
toward crime prevention, Culton,
plementation.
One rape and several cases of inbacked by the campus police, is atCrime on campus is usually vandecent exposure that occurred on the
tempting tq reach dorm students
dalism, theft and obscene phone calls,
through their resident advisers.
. Culton said. "But this is a relatively
Crime; page 3

Rotter also prop.osed that ballots
should have a "no preference"
category or a "protest vote" category
for races in which the electorate feels ·
that neither candidate is qualified for
the office. Both amendments failed.
The bill passed with Rotter being
the only senator voting against it.
In other Senate action:
A resolution, introduced by Sen.
Luci Johnson, urges the "standardization of location and design of
university room numbers." ·
Sen. Robert Burkett introduced a
bill that allocates $450 to finance the
1983 engineering fair schedUled for
Feb.15-16.

Holocaust scholar to ~peak at art
center

Writing for men's magazines to be
featured at seminar

Dr. Franklin Littell, professor of religion at Temple
University in Philadelphia, will speak at Loch H_a ven
art center at 6:15 p.m. on Feb. 6." Littell will com·
ment on what he thinks Americans should learn from
the Holocaust.
Littell wrote the book, ''The Crucifixion of the Jews,'' and established the
National Institute of the Holocaust in the mid-70s.
The Holocaust Resource and Education Center of Central Florida is sponsoring the program. The public is invited..

National honor · society <;Jpplications
available
Nomination forms for membership in Omicron
Delta Kappa, the national leadership honor society,
are available at AD 282 and the Student Center
main desk.
Juniors, seniors and graduate students who have
demonstrated leadership on campus and rank ·
academically in the upper 35 percent of their college
are eligible to apply. Nomination forms must be
returned by Feb. 9.

The Florida Freelance Writers Association is spon·
soring an all-day seminar Feb. 19 to instruct writers
on how to write for men's mag&Zines. It will be held
at the )3est Western Catalina Inn in Orlando.
Bill Belleville, free-lance writer from Altamonte
Springs- will tell ·how to identify article ideas and
develop them into full-length feature articles. He will
also discuss personality profiles, investigative pieces
and emerging trends in journalism.
Also on the agenda is Dianne Selditch, editor of the Orlando Sentinel's
Florida Magazine. Selditch will discuss "Writing for the Sunday Magazine
Section." Dr. Timothy O'Keefe, professor of communication law at OCF, will
tell "How to Avoid Legal Problems."
·
Dana Cassell, FFWA exerutive director and full-time writer, will discuss how
to sell a book idea to a book publisher at the seminar.
For further information, writ.a Cas·sell, FFWA, 214 Solaz Ave., Port St.
Lucie, Fla. or call 305/878-2328.

Nuclear freeze _party to be held at
Rollins
·

Real estate classes offered this month
The Reaj Estate Institute will offer classes for
salespersons and brokers at UCF beginning Feb. 10.
A Real Estate I salespersons dass will meet
through Feb. 24 from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sun·
days. Tuition is $95 and includes texts.
A state exam review course ·will be conducted Feb.
18-20. Sessions will be held from 6 to 10 p.m. on Friday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Tuition is $40 and includes a
book.
.
For additional information, call the Real Estat.e Institute at x-2126.

The Central Flotjda Nuc~ear Freeze Campaign will hold
a fund-raising party from 2 to 5 p.m. Eeb. 20 at Rollins
College Student Center in Winter Park.
Funds raised will support a citizens lobby to
Washington, D.C., to urge Congress to vote for a
resolution supporting a freeze on nuclear weapons.
Wine, cheese, snacks and beer will be served, and four
musical acts will perform. There is a minimum $5
donaD:on to attend the party.

•

I

CPA to spe.ak to accounting majors
Arnold Howell, a certified public accountant, will speak on "Making Things
Happen" to Beta Alpha Psi, an accounting honor society, and the Student Ac~
counting Society. The lecture is at 3 p.m. Feb. 7inPH115.
All interested students and faculty are invited to attend.

•

The Council of Business Organizations
presents its annual

•

Career Vay S3
Thursday, February 10, 1983
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m .
. Howard Phillips Hall

•

Guest Speakers in the Areas of:
•

MARKETING
ACCOUNTANCY
ECONOMICS
GENERAL BUSINESS .
MANAGEMENT
FINANCE

.

Business-classes will be
cancelled from 11:00 to 3:00

.

'
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Cri me-----.-----------from page 1
exercise trail have been reported. '
Culton said she wonders if the trail
does more harm than good. Cutting
underbrush has been suggested as a
means of opening up the area. Even
moving the exercise trail has been
mentioned. "No matt.er ~hat," Culton
said, "don't go there alone."
For the past two years, Culton
· counseled rape victims anq their
families.
"I worked with victims two to

Dorm patrol
beginning
iii two weeks

eighty-five years old," Culton said.
"Each one was.different." She dealt
with several victims from the University of Florida.
"Campuses are not immune to
crime," Culton said. "Most students
think 'It could never happen to
me-I'm not some floozy in shorts
prancing down the street looking for
trouble."'
In fact, we are all vulnerable to rape
and other crimes, Culton said.

A resident patrol service will start
up by the middle of February, according to housing director Chris McCray.
The housing office will hire seven to
14 students part time to patrol dormitory halls. The students will use
two-way radios when they need to call
campus police, McCray said. The
patrol will run seven days a week
between 11:30 p.m. and 6 a.m., when
resident assistants · may not be
available, he said. As soon as walkietaikies are delivered,. and employment
applications processed, the new patrol
service will be institut.ed, McCray
said.

Draft----------------frompage I
will have to audit each one of the male lobbymg conference ne~t week.
applicants. . ·
Baldwin said the requir~ment puts
a financial strain on the university
because it may have to mail out
special notices about the financial aid
stipulations. "It almost takes (an extra) full-time person·to do the job," he
said. Baldwin estimat.ed· that iiiailing
out notices and screening forms may
cost about $12,000. The office has a
· budget of $16 million for the 1982-'83
_. school year. Tico Perez, student body preside:µt,
said he~ not lobby agaiiist the law
unless students .complain. He said he
had a hard time justifying w:hy the
law .should be rescinded.
The American Student Association,
however, is rallying against the act.
According to Michael Chapman, ASA
president, the. Minnesota Public In- .
terest Research group is gathering information to support ASA'S" cont.en~
tion that the law discriminat.es on the
basis of age, sex and wealth. Chapman said that if the findings are
positive, a. ~P. will be present.e<J at a

•

•

·

So far, Chapman said student reaction has been apathetic. He said
students do not realize the· impact it
will.have on them next fall when they
apply for aid.

Karen Culton, police consultant

Sophomores-score wel I on
CLAS.T; results unbinding

·Students!

·
·ucF sophomores. that took the
College Level Academic Skills Test
last October scored about 5 percent'
above stat.e scores on the reading,
essay and arithmatic t.ests, and 4 percent above the state average on the
writing t.est.
Out of 12,391 students from community colleges and universities that
toOk the t.est, the 580 UCF participants placed third among five
regions. Northeast Florida college
students placed first, and South
Florida students placed last, though
margins were not wide.
Aft.er Aug. 1, 1984, the tests will be

used as . a . requirement for an
associate's degree and entry into upper-division classes. Until then, scores·
will be used to show students what
skills need the most improvement.
Highest possible scores for the tests
were math, 365; writing, 352; reamng,
363 and essay, 8. UCF sophomores .
scored 317 in math, 313 -in writing,
315 in reading and 5.1 on the essay
section.
Comparatively,
state
ayerages were 300 for al put essay
writing, which was 4.7.
Averages for community colleges
were somewhat lower than universities.

The Humane Society of Seminole
Countv desperately needs your
help to build a new shelter for
homeless animals in 1983. Please
collect S & H Green Stamps and
turn them into the shelt.er at 2001
E. 25th Street in Sanford. The
Edyth Bush Foundation will double the amount if the Society's goal
is reached in time. Have a heart for .
the homeless animals in 1983.
'1{_,WDlf~

~';1:{i!c""11.tf.
crt/.C.

, , , 'tL"

~,:Ll..SPRING BREAK
~>
TRIP TO NYC

•

March 3 ·7 $400

-

.

.

Includes Airfare, Hotel,
3 Broadway Shows.and Morel

11lt11dItI1111.1111.111

DEPOSIT DUE.FEB7

150

THISTUESD

CINEMA CLASSIQUES

· 1KIRU
Feb9
8:30pm
Next Week:
Midnight Movie ·The Groove Tube

HOWARD HANGER
JAZ7. FANTASY
BATILE OF THE BARS
Feb& S:OOpm
SCA
16 - Speaker on Cults
Chris Carlson
14 ·Kiss Off
17 -·Dance Alive
15 • Hot Issue 18 - Comedy Night
Homosexuality
"Poltergeist"
15·Student Talent Night Game Ni ht

FEB -(;}f1 FEST

Wed, Feb9

KNIGHTS
OUT
(Formerly The Coral Reef)
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I study for horns.
But Ralph stole my girl
With F
ce 'n Flowers.
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TheperfectgiftforValentine'sDay
is the FTD Fragrance 'n Flowers'" Bouquet
•
Flowers by FTD plus Arpege® by Lanvin. And it's usually
less than $20~ Just call or visit your FTD Florist today.

WHERE

~~yi\\lft'S

I

Don't be outfoxed this Valentine's Day.
Call yow- ITD® F1orist

I

Formerly of Chester, Pa.
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STUDENT CONTRACTS
TELEVISION RENTALS

Class Starting

MCAT
SAT

Feb.12
Feb.16
Feb. 23

DAT

NO·DEPOSIT FOR
UCF STUDENTS_,

'

2238 Winter Woods.Slvd.
Winter Park, Florida ·32792
San Jose Exec. Center

15% OFF F·I RST MONTH'S RENT
WlthThisAd

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
Which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

5232 SOUTH ORANGE A VE.
851-5810

•

678-8400 .
· Centers In More Than BO Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland
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_STUDENT GOVERNMENT
''Students Serving Students''
Located in sc·200, Call us at 275·2191
~open Weekly ~rom 9 to 5 .

•

•

CENTRALIZED SERVICES

LEGAL SERVICES

Discount Movie Tickets ·
East-West Expressway Tokens
Discount Film Service
Theatre Tickets
Typing Service (With l.D.) .

Landlord· Tenant Problems
Consumer Problems
NoncriminarTraffic Cases
Dissolution
Name Change

--~----~-----------------------~-------------------

.
------------------------------------

Hours - 9to 9
Located at Student Center Main Desk
Phone 275-2060

.

.

Located in SC 210
Call For Appointment
Phone - 275-2538

. f'

.

.

· X - Rays and Checkup
~~--------------------------Located in SC 219
Call for Appointment
Phone 275-2413

•

Centralized Services
Student Center Main Desk 275-2060
MOVIE TICKETS

.•

Eastern Fe.deral

SGPrice
$2.50

Northgate 4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

· Reg Admission

Your Savings

$4.0.0

$1.50 .

(All Movie Tickets)

Wometco
Interstate 6

General Cinema
•
•

Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

· Dinner Theatres
$13.25
$15.25

$15.75
$!6.95

$2.00
$1.70

Disney World, Magic Kingdom Adult
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission ·
Busch Gardens

$11.50
$9.50
$3.50
$10.75

$13.25
$10.75
$5.25
$12.50

$1.75
$1.25
$1.75
$1.75

Epcot Adult
Epcot Junior
Epcot Child
Silver Springs Adult
Silver Springs Child

$13.50
$12.50
$10.50
$6.50
$4.75

$15.00
$14.00
$12.00

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

Once Upon a Stage
Theatre On Park

•

Area Attractions

East - West Expressway Tokens (10) $2.00 ·
Photo Film Developing (see Centralized
Services price list)

Page6
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There is a hundred things
.to single you out for promotion in party politics besides
ability.
Will Rogers

A I'h-ee
exchange of ideas
'
on the issues of the day
Future-February 4, 1983

The censorship of pay television is a stupid idea. It
can't be put any simpler, and to dwell upon such an ignorant concept would be a waste of PI'.ecious newsprint. It
is a stupid idea.
County Commissioner Vera Carter has done more than
overstep her bounds as a county administrator, her inane
attempt to ban nudity on pay television insults the intelligence of her constituents and slaps the face of the
First Amendment.

Carter's arguments that some of the pay TV materiaI
may not be suitable for younger viewers is true. That's
why the local systems show' these movies. only at night,
when parents as family heads can regulate their family's
viewing habits.
Some have. insinuated that these films encourage or
provide a catalyst for such perversions as child molesta. tion or rape. There is no clinical p:(oof that .either claim is
true. One does not become a rapist by seeing a nude body.
A rapist is a rapist-if we knew what caused it, we
wouldn't need penal institutions.
~ust for the sake of argument, however, let's agree with
Carter a~d her ilk. Let's say that parents can't be trusted
to properly instruct their children and let's suppose that
a hundred potential perverts ·lay dormant, waiting for a
pair of bare breasts to set them into motion.
By banning these nude scenes, Carter and her supporters would low~ the int.ellectual level of Orange
County's television entertainment . to the level of a child,
or worse to that of a mentally disturbed pervert.
Hardly a statement one would want to make abou·t the
illtelligence of one's constituents.
Every household has a censor. Every television set has
an on/off switch. We don't need county commissioners to
·serve as television programei-s. If someone is offended
by what they see on HBO, then they should save
themselves the $10 a month and watch Sesame Street.
As.far as Ms. Carter is concerned, she needs to learn to
make an important distinction. Elected officials are in office to serve, not to control; the electorate.
I

-. Hobbies are nice, but...
Flonda taxPayers owe a debt of thanks to the state comptroller' s office for.refusing to pay all o~ ~ts and Sciences
Dean Ralph Llewellyn's moving bill.
It -is certainly reasonable to request a new employer to
foot the bill for the transportation of certain necessities, but
bicycles, rabbit pens, and bales of hay?
An individual's hobbies are his own business and
bicycling and rabbit breeding are certainly noble ones, but
the taxpayers should not be forced.to pay for such luxuries.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

The FUTURE.
Founded in 1968 by the students ofthe
University of Central Florida
Griffin

·Editor in Chief
Michael J. West
Business Manager

Julie D. Norris
News Editor

Kathleen G. Foronda
Managi~g Editor
Lee Lerner
Sports Editor

Lawrence H. Thompson
Entertainment Editor

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Robert B. Molpus

David E. Henderson
Sales Manager

Production Supervisor

Preacher sparks p~tic interest
·Editor:
Thank you for a good portraya4 of
whom you know was so flavorful:

Censorship pJan is asinine

.~chael E.

From our readers

Offices Locat.ed on Libra Drive
F.ditorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305) 275-2865
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of mW> or 5.3 cents per copy to inform th..
university community. Annual advertising revenue of &50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost
Opinions expressed in the FUTURE are those of the editor or the writl!r and not necessarily those of the
University Board of Publications or the administration.
The FUTURE i3 funded partially through the Activity and Seroice Fee allocated by Student
. Goverrimentofthe UniversityofCentrolFlorida.

As his accusations were flurried,
with so many others whirling
around his box quite eager to mock
those flurried words._
Thank you for taking no more of his
quotes, as his quotes ·were so
disjointed . (his crowd seemed more
annoin ted, annoin ted in · common
sense).
Thank you for making his song just
one note, hopefully others will also,
for God's song needs no lyricist.
Thank you Future reporters.
Kae

Administration should chart university growth carefully·
the NPS. The exact locapreserve systems and have
Editor:
tions of the preserves could
benefited
from
them
(
i.e.
There is a great deal of
be
amiably agreed upon to
UF,
USF,
FIT).
construction going on
avoid
conflicts with future
The
NPS
proposal
was
throughout the university.
expansion
of the developed
in
March
of
1978,
completed
These
additions
are
The
system wo\Jld
campus.
by
the
University
reviewed
necessary to provide the
then
be
overseen
by a comEcological
Committee,
and
best atmosphere for learnmittee
described
in
the NPS
presented
to
the
administraing. The impact of this exproposal.
We
feel
the
time is
The
student
senate
tion.
pansion will be positive, but ·
at
hanc;l
to
think
carefully
passed
an
amendment
supit also points to the need to
utilize the campus property porting the preservation of about the future of the campus property, while we still
ecologically and educationalwisely.
have a chance. The land that
ly. important land in
A comprehensive plan was February of the same year. · · is protected will benefit
many generations of
developed in 1978, known as The university administration
never
responded
to
the
students
that come to learn
the Natural Preserve
proposal.
at
this
institution.
As the atSystem .(NPS), which would
We
of
the
UCF
Biology
~empt
to
establish
the NPS
have aided in the proper .use
Club
feel
that
the
adis
reactivated,
we
hope
there
of the university's land. This
ministration · should ·work
will be cooperation from the
leaders of the University_of
proposal would have with concerned faculty,
Central Florida.
designated certain parcels of staff, and students to create
UCF property as outdoor
The .UCF Biology Club
laboratories, · to be left
unaltered and available for
students from various

Editor's view a letdown

disciplines to study. These
areas were representative of
native habitats of Central
. Florida, habitats that are
rapid).y disappearing. In the
absence of such preserves,
many classes would have to
travel off campus at great
expense. Several other
universities have similiar

Editor:
You've let us down, Mr.
Griffin. .Your editorial last
week was pretty conservative
stuff, coming from a self.
professed liberal (End dooth
~ty hypocrisy)
Killing is wrong, ·pure and
simple. It doesn't matter
whether it is the state or a
hoodlurnon the street.

Bob Graham is ~ery bit as
guilty as any other felon who
takes another life. I don't
want to be an accessory to
murder.
Your editorial stand was
ridiculous. A human life-any
human life-is worth.a hell of a
lot more than the "national
conscience.''
John Stapleton

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a 60
space line. All letters must
be signed with writer's name
and phone number to be considered for publication.
Writers' names will be
withheld upon request. All
letters are subject to
editing.
Some letters may be
desigQated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with permission
of the author. All submitted
material becomes the copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.

•
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Guest editorial
Future's SG comparison unfair; Chandler lists accomplishments
In the Jan. 21 edition of the
Future, the editor attempted
a oomparison between Student
Government under my administration and the present administration This comparison leads

dent body president.
The Future staff did riot
agree or they would not have
endorsed Mr. Perez for
President on April 9, 1982.
But the most glaring inconsistency is the fact that
Mike Griffin worked to help
.Mr. Perel get elected.* Very
strange conduct indeed for
someone who believed the
senate was totally without a

Also, the effectiveness of
UCF's state and national
i ~presentation was questionec;l. National representation upon my talcing office
consisted of membership in
the United States Student
to many inaccurate and
Association. .The USSA lobmisleading conclusions conhied for noneducational
cerning · last year's student
issues such as anti-draft,
senate, the effectiveness of
pro-homosexual rights, prostate and national represenERA, pro-gun control, antitation, the relationship with leader.
nuclear, etc.
the administration and the
In reply to the fact that
My entire cabinet · agreed
overall efficiency of SG
only 15 pieces of legislation that we should not be a
under my administration.
were written between' Oc· member of this organization.
First, I. do not think it is
tober .and January, I do not (President Perez is adamant·
fair to the current student
judge by quantity, but ly opposed to the USSA.) At
body President Tico Perez to
rather by quality. The dif- . that time, the ASA
say that the senate, while he
ference is explained by the · (American Student Associa·
was vice president, was · fact that if money was need- tion) was finandally insol"almost total anarchy."
ed for a project, we tried vent and very ineffective.
Anarchy by definition
other sources first. Legisla- UCF worked with the FSA
means without leadership.
tion which would have been through Tim Meenan to help
The students did not believe
necessary under any other ASA.
that the senat~ was in "total
administration was not · We paved new roads for
neOO.Erl, because moneys were success in this area. I conanarchy" or else they would
s p ent from previously gr~tulate President Perez on
not have elected it.s leader to
his utilization of these roads.
allocated 'funds.
the _~ position of stu-

•

Span ky

Carl McKnight

As far as state-level .
representation is concerned,
I was the only student body
president in the state to at·
tend every "meeting of the
Florida Student Associa·
tion. I considered them a
part of my job as president.
As far as effectiveness is
concerned, we stopped the
tuition increase even though
Governor Graham and the
SG President Chandler
Board of Regents pushed it; Former
(
and new band uniforms, plus
defeated financial aid cuts
numerous
other
ac·
i and initiated new state pro·
complishments. All these
grams for financial aid and
are controlled by the ad~
defeated an attempt to raise
· the drinking age to 21. . ministration and were the
result of negotiation. Again,
Results
speak
for
results
speak
for
themselves. I sincerely hope
President Perez will be this . themselves.
If Mr. Griffin wants to
effective. He should be, he
compare Student Governspent more on travel in the
first two months of office
ments, he should do so fair· than I spent my entire term
ly.
I look forward to Mr. Grifof office.
Also, the relationship betfin's comparisons of the acween the SG and the Adcomplishments of each administration or any other administration was questionministration for that matter.
ed. As President, .I was
For once, I think I would en·
much more. persistent than
other presidents have been. · joy reading the Future.
By the way, I agree that
The result was a voluntary
Matt Weber is doing an ex·
meal plan, campus-wide use
of the meal card, a change in . cellent job as Vice Presid~nt.
the add-drop system, · •FJdit<r's not.e: F(B' the recmd,
renovation of the cafeteria,
Mike G:riffin did not endol'Se
exten.sion of hours for night
any candidate, nor did he
students services, a
work for any candidate in the
university-supported ·sum·
last presidential/vice
mer graduation ceremony
presidential election.

.•

Designer
Jeans

•

•

13.99
Cords & Denim

•

25o/o OFF
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT

-
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811115-8 (Biii Revising the Election Statutes)
.
Senator Mark Geary and Senator Cory Peaden co-Introduced this
bill. Elections will now be held on March 22 and 23 on the Engineering
Green. All UCF students are urged to vote for the candidate of his/her
choice.

.

.

Biil 15-21 (Biii Extending the Reversion Date tor Money Allocated by
Biil 15-11)
.
Senator Cindy Spraker introduced this bill, extending the reversion
date on Bill 15-11 from Jan. 31, 1983 until Feb. 28, 1983., Bill 15-11 deals
with the purchase of audiovisual equipment fo·r University clubs and
organizations.

=

-

SENATORS
Spraker
Johnson, L.
Payas
Green
Knox
Possien
Skaggs
Halbert
Johnson, K.
Fish
'Thakkar
Harriman
Raymond
Lopez
Bush

~~~er

BEG.
P
P
P
A
A
P
P
P
P
P
P
L
P
A
P

~

Bin 15-23 (Biii Concerning Funding tor the 1982-83 Engineering Fair)
Senator Mary MacArthur Introduced this bill. Its purpose is to help
fund the Annual Engineering Fair to be held on February 15 and 16,
1983. It is the Intention of the joing Council of Engineering Societies to
'Nt!mburse the Senate Working Fund after donations are received.

Joseph
Peaden
Britton
MacArthur

P
A
L
P

R~solutlon

~~:~s-ky

~

Middleton
Zeak
Geary
Feuerstein
Burkett
Kiser

A
A
A ·
P
p
P

15-13 (Resolutlon Requesting the Standardization of
Location and Design of University Room Numbers)
·
This Is another outstanding resolution introduced by Senator Luci
Johnson dealing with the handicapped and the visually impaired. Thfs
resolution calls for room numbers to be placed five feet above the floor
on the handle side of each door, with raised light numbers on dark
background.

.

mlrn

=

B 15-21 B ~5-8 B 15-23R15-13 FINAL
B . Y
B
B
P
Y
Y
Y
Y
A
Y
P
A .
A
A
C
C
C
·
C
Y
C
C
P
_
L
Y
L
L
P
A
Y
A
A
P
M
Y
M
M
P
A
Y
A
A
A
T
Y
T
T
A
I
Y
I
I
P
·
0
Y
0
0
P
N
N
N
A
Y
P

~

•

~

A
A
P
·P

Y
Y

A
A
A
P
P
P

Y
Y
Y
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DULL WORK • HIGH PAYI

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Do you want ..... ·

Ii

Distribute our advertising materials in and
· around local campuses 4-15 hours per week.
Absolutely no selling. Choose your own holll'll,
must be able to work without supervision. Your
earnings are based upon the amount of
materials you distribute: average earnings of
our 310 campuS" reps is $6.58 an hour. Further
details provided in our Introductory Packet

HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES
or
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS

•

AMERICAN PASSAGE ·
500 THIRD AVENUE WEST, SEATTLE, WA 98119

1206) 282-Bfll

1983. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses of 154 corporations,
41 federal· agencies and 19 state government s with openings for summer employment
or internships. Order now. Publication date February 15, 1983.
$5.00
11

Ill

I

INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: 1.MPORTANT HINTS ON ADMISSION
PROCEDURES
AND
THE
GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT
ADMISSION
EXAMINATION - This guide will help! It Jists sc~ools that accept part-time students,
C + students, those without accounting and the very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95.
$7.00

IV

BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON- THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION
TEST (Multistate Bar Examination) - Written by an attorney. Actual questions from
. $7.00
past exa.ms. Many hints, 144 pages.

V

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS ·_ The
-best in the field. Don't take t~e M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages.
$10.00

VI

I
·1

BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION - Proven strategies to increase your score. Many sample questions
fro~ previous exams. 228 pages.
$5.00

THE TERM PAPER KIT - 413 term papers. Topics from ·anthropology to zoology.
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A- or A
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona pr Arizona State University.
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit,
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional
purposes only. Order the kit and .see what top students do to get high grades.
$10.00

Mail your order to:

University Research Services
Department 28
P.O. Box 7739 ·
Phoenix, Arizona 85011

Order by number. Enclose cash, mone·y order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional
to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing
charges.
Send me items

II

1

Ii

IV

v

VI

(Circle your choice)

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Price of books _ _ _ __
Address

Postage_ _ __

City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State _ _ _ _ Zip_~..____ _ _Total _ _ __

APOGEE
BDDKS
339•!5448

•

FANTASYSCIEllCE FICTIOll

games
JBungton• &: mragon•

INTERSTATE MALL
. ALTAMONTE SPRINGS.
FLORIDA 32701

•
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Kaleidoscope I

Jazz great Billy Taylor to appear ·
in UCF Fri.ends of Music concert
When he was seven years old, Billy
Taylor learned to play the piano. Now,
he is Dr. Billy Taylor and regarded as
one of the most creative pianists in
modern jazz.
· As a composer, recording artist,
author and teacher, Taylor has been a
pioneer in musical style and
education. He was an innovator in
melding Latin rhythms and jazz. He
is the founder and president of Jazzmobile, an organization that conducts
weekly workshops and lectures in
public schools.
"I was the first to make the
statement that jazz is classical

the program will be brass ensemble,
music,'' Taylor once said. He referred
chamber singers, orchestra, wind ento jazz as American classical music:
semble, the UCF chorus and the Jazz
Taylor will be making a special conLab. The second half will feature the
cert appearance March 26 at the Bob
Billy Taylor Trio.
Carr Auditorium.
"We hope that Kaleidoscope will be
The concert is being sponsored by
the forerunner of similar musical
the UCF Friends of Music to raise
programs in the community," Dr.
money for the Music Scholarship
Fund. The program will mark the fir~t Gary Wolf said. Wolf, chairman of
music a~ UCF will also perform on
appearance of the combined UCF
synthesizer.
student musical groups at the Carr
· Tickets for the concert are available
Auditorium.
at the UCF music department, Bob
The theme of the program is
Carr box office and Centroplex
''Kaleidoscope,'' a reference to the
outlets. Tickets are $25 (gold ticket)
changing variety of musical presenand $10 general admission.
tations. Featured in the first half of
t'

Pianist Billy Tayfor

Classical training
boosts career
of UCFgrad ·
If someone said "Burt.
Reynolds" what might you say? .
Movie star, Sally Fields? The man·
to blame for "Cannonball Run?"
But ask Ralph Tropf and he
might say "my boss."
Tropf, who graduated from UCF
in 1978, recently began an apprenticeship program at the Burt
Reynolds Dinner Theatre in
Jupi~r, Fl. UCF theatre department director, Dr. Harry Smith,
was pleased at the news.
"Ralph has a good chance at succ_ess," Smith said. "He has both
talent and ability and is very good
at movement."
,
Dr. Walter Tropf, Ralph's father,
is also proud. "I may be a little
prejudiced, but with his background
in classic Shakespearean theatre, I
know he'll make it on the stage,"
he said.
While at UCF, Tropf appeared in
several productions with the "Simply Shakespeare" program. He has
also worked at Orlando's Once
Upon A Stage Dinner Theatre arid
in St. Augustine in the Florida
State Play "Cross·and Sword."
Presently, Tropf is working as an
understudy to Bill Davis, author
and star of "Mass Appeal," which
is Currently in production at the
Burt Reynolds Dinner Theatre. He
has already had an opportunity to
prove his talents. When Davis
became ill, ~opf ~tepped in for
several performances.
"Mass Appeal" also stars
Charles·Durning and is being directed by Burt Reynolds himself. The
play continues through Feb. 20.

.

Eileen Samelson/Future

Just about everything from clothes to tools and the kitchen sink (not pictured) fill the Guess What Shop.

Junk ·
Passing the time in a world full of relics
by Mike West
Contrlbullng _wrlter

If you didn't happen to see the sign
above this flat, little, concrete hut in
Oviedo, yoµ'd think it was the home
of some poor farm laborer.
"The Guess What Shop," the -sign
reads.
.
Rusted refrigerators clutter the
dusty yard and over on the side, a
· .hard day's wol'.k, collected junk, _sits
in an old pick-up truck. ·
But the Guess What Shop on
Highway 426 happens to be the ·home
and business of the .woman who refers
to herself only a~ "Yank."
It takes Yank five minutes to open
about 15 latches on the shop's door. "I
don't want my junk to get stolen,"
she says with a deep Southern drawl.
Originally from New York, Yank
moved to Oviedo about 10 years ago
and was given the nickname, Yank,
by locals. She's been bJiying junk and
antiques since she was a child.
Yank runs the store while her

RalphTropf

.

husband does odd jobs. Her father-inlaw also lives with tlie couple and is
well-known in town.
Even Penny, the family cat, has an
interesting story, "One day Jim
(that's Yank's father-in~law) says he
likes that cat and.wants to l_my it from
me," Yank says. "So I sold it to him
for one penny.'' What els~ould they
name her?
Inside, the shop is dark and cool,
much like the inside of your grandfather's foot locker or a musty Wine
cellar. The odor of mildewing clothes
prevails.
Most of the goods Yank has for sale
seem worthless. This is not good
_stuff. There are no prize antiques or
any real.collectables. "I got
everything from junk to antiques to
antiq-ue-junk," Yank says.
The Guess What Stop carries pieces
of junk worthless as the day they
were made. Still, the urge to browse is
uncontrollable.
Hanging in one corner are '50s-style
purses. On a black wooden bench· sits
a lawnmower engine, waiting to be

repaired. An ancient wool coat hangs
on a leaning rack; half sets of
glassware lie scattered on dusty
t.ables.
.
Old leather shoes, half gray with
dust, rest in a row on the dirty concrete floors. But what feet will ·ever
step into them? Maybe a punk-rocker
will buy them. Times have changed.
"Business ain't so good, but then it
never was much,'' Yank says. ''But.
folks still try and keep up with the
Joneses and I sell what the Joneses
throw out."
Somehow, you get the impression
that the '.'Joneses" won't miss any of
.this stuff as they go whisking by the ~
Guess What Shop in their Volvos and
Mercedes.
·
The economy is sinking, but Yank
and the Guess What Shop will·
probably stay around. Besides, if it
weren't for Yank's shop,
others
like it, the "Joneses" wouldn't have a
place to throw their junk to make
room for something new.
To Yank, in her corner of a little
town, just about anything is new.

and
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is still a strong album
On·
:::::a: . and"Thriller"
it shows that Michael Jackson
continues to be one of the best male
in music.
Record .c::::i vocalists

Make It Your Night
atthe

by 'Rod Durham
Future staff

Jinight Out Pub
:

-

"

'

SCrving

Soup & Sandwiches · ·
Along with
.Coors ·Beer
Aeross from Campus .
3910 .A lafaya Trail

Open
Monday - Saturday 11:00 - 2:00
Sunday 4:00 -12:00

"Thrlller"
Michael Jackson

"'Men Without Women''
Michael Jackson's latest album,
"Thriller," should equal if not sur·.
pass the success of his last smash,
"Off The Wall."
"Thriller" is by far a more mature
album. Although Jackson obviously
has a lot of fun with his music, he
also dips into darker, more serious
subjects.
A prime example is "Billie Jean,"
a song dealing with the tribulaticms
of a paternity claim. But Jackson
can also wail as he does on the
album's most ferocious dance tune,
"Wanna Be Startin' Something."
Even the hardest rock fan must
admire the album's best cut, "Beat
It." A smoldering guitar solo by Eddie Van Halen and a hard-pumping
backbeat support Jackson's urgent
vQCals.
The only real disappointment is
the adolescent hit, "The Girl is
Mine."

Llttle Steven and the
Dlsclples of Souf
Turning his back to the new wave
craze that's hit the musiC industry
recently, Miami Steve Van Zandt
has released his debut album, "Men
Without Women."
On all 10 of the tracks, Van Zandt
reaches deep into his musical roots
and comes away with a banner effort
that differs from anything he's ever
done for Bruce Springsteen's .E :
Street Band.
Sporting the title of "Little
Steven" for the albl,lin, Van Zandt
and his "Disciples of Soul" strike up ·
a rich sound that guides the nasal
vocals through emotional tales of
misspent youth, street boy bravado
and ever-elusive romance.
Records, page 11

Fibber MaGees
· · February Specials

•"'

Wicker picnic basket
Wicker fans
Wicker bread baskets
Large lined baskets
10°10 off all curios50010 off selected gift items
.Silk flowers

•

$11.99
2/99¢
2/99¢
S2.99
..

4/$1..00

•

o ·p en 7 days

MQn-Sat9-6
Su~day 12 -.5

FREE Custom Floral
Arranging w/ purchase of
flowers and supplies
country Furniture • Bedding
Handmade Quilts • Wicker
handpaint~d Items • Gifts

Fibber MaGees
I

11247 E. Colonial
Orlando, Fl 32817
(305) 2n-7480

•

•

100 ·Minutes of $1.00 Heineken
From 9:00
For Information Call 295-3751
NOT VALID FOR SP.r;CIAL EVENTS

•
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Records--1rompage10
Van Zandt wrote all of the tracks
·and plays lead guitar on all of them
as well. "Men Without Wom~n"
celebrates an independence for
Miami Steve on both an emotional
and physical level.
Van Zandt produced the album
without collaboration from Springs·
teen, allowing himself the room to
express the innovative side of an E
Streeter who rarely gets to spread
his wings.

~omi~g Attractions ...
Airwaves
Tune in your radio or come by
the F~hion Square Mall this
weekend for the Florida Symphony
Orchestra/WKIS Radio Marathon.
The broadcast begins at 7 p.m. on
Friday and continues until. 7 p.m.
on Sunday. The Orchestra will perform a live concert on-Sunday at 1
p.m. inside the mall.

by Lee Lerner
Future staff

·Happy Feet
Dance Unlimited, Inc. presents
its 6th Annual Concert, "Dance
Dance Dance, Classics to Jazz,"
Feb. 5-6 at the Valencia Com-

•

" •••famous last words ......
Supertramp
Supertramp left themselyes a
tough act to follow after "Breakfast
in America," easily the most well·
crafted, lyrically inte~gent album .
of 1979.
·
While the·s.ongs on " .. .famous last
words .. " are not as thoughtprovoking as ''The Logical Song,''
nor as melodramatic as ''Take the
Long ·Way Home," this is an in·
teresting collection that deserves
more than casual li~tening.

•

.

Once again, Supertramp shows an
unending desire to make exquisite·
sounding records. While some rnay
say they are too commercial, one
can't help but be impressed by such
dedication to precision.
·
The songs all dwell on a common
theme ·of helplessness. The only ex·
ception is the hit single, "It's Rain·
ing Again.''
The
anxieties
of
singer/
songwri~rs Rick Davie~ and Roger
Hodgson become clear. They have
become pessimistic about the future
of our planet. And it's hard to make
an upbeat, hopeful album knowing
that many of your unemployed fans
won't hav~ the money to buy it.
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

•

College Par;k Florist
Y.....ry Y.;.,,,Lm
Flowers for All Ocasslons

,.

Valentines Day · Easter
Moth~rs DayCorsages

.20% Discount with
Student 1.0. ·
Cash & Carry 423-5771

2118 Edgewater Dr.

r-------------. ---1

I ~~ ~~~
· I
-ICJ
J'~ Pizzeria
r
I ~~
.
I
..

I O'\
$1.00 off Larg~ I
I
or Medil:Jm pizza :
I
with ad 1
I Casselton Corner 5
I
I 1049 N. Semoran Blvd .
I Winter Park, Florida 671 _7500

I

L-----------------

Pagell

munity College Performing Arts
Center. Performances will be at
2:30 .and 8:30 p.m. on Saturday and
3 p.m. on Sunday. Matinee tickets
are $2 for students; evening tickets
· are $6. For infonnatioii, call 671 ·
2155.

ent.er between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
by simply pressing their lips on an
entry card. On Valentine's Day,
students can cast their ballots for
the "hottest lips at UCF." All
proceeds, including the $1 entry
fee, will be donated to Easter Seals.

Chewthefat
The Central Florida Civic
Theatre presents its second pro·
duction of the year with John
Ford Noonan's two-act comedy,
"A Coupla White Chicks Sitting
Around Talking." The play
opens this Friday night, with
perfon:nances· on Feb. 5, 11 and
12 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 and
are available at the box office at
the Edyth :aush Theatre in Loch
Haven Park. For more informa·
tion, call 896-7365.

Lips
All women of UCF are invited to
join the Popular Entertainment
Committee's Kiss-Off, continuing
through Feb. 9. Contestants may

Concertos
• Divine Miss M: Bette Midler
brings her act into the St. Pete
Bayfront Center Feb. 8 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $16.50 at the usual
Select-a-Seat outlets.
e TP and the HB: Damning the
torpedoes, Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers will appear at the
St. Pete Bayfront Center Feb. 11
a~ 8 p.m. Added guests are Nick
Lowe.and Paul Carrack. Tickets
are $11.25 at Select-a-Seat
outlets.

••

• « ....
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TffE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7 .00

UCF
KARATE CLUB

Full Service Salon

Walk-lriS Welcome

Learn the art of self defense
.·Weight Control
JOIN NOW!

10S09 E. Colonial Dr.

.........

* Self Confidence
* Phlfskal fitness

(Witrn Dixie Center)

282-1.700

llNION PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

•

275-3667

Graduating Senior - April
Congratulations''
11

Are You Ready? · To Face the job hunting jungle?! ·
Have you met the prerequisite - a professional, concise,
competitive resume! A resume designed to create interest
and get the interview!
Have it developed and written by a certified career counselor
· with a Master's Degree. Have it done with no inconvience
'
no travel, and done while you continue studying for graduation. Your completed Resume with creative cover letter
suggestions will be ready shortly after your request is placed

·ALL STUDENTS '
Are invited to attend the clubs
Next Meeting
Wednesday, February 9 ·
Biology Building Rm 309

Phone 628-3068 after 6 pm
Saturdays anytime
.A

,__,,_,,_,,,.......,,iillll--;

II ·~.ue 6

I

·· . , .

II

I
I EVERY WED., FRI.
I AND SAT. NIGHTS!
I.DANCE TO YOUR FA'10RITE
SOUNDS! l1J for[] f.ooitails
I

I

presents
A live D.J. &om Y-106

I
I
I
I
I

II

I

10 p.m.

I

I
I

'
to

I

I ·

I
I
I

I

Nesta Night
at

II

I

I
·I
I

FrozenMargaritas-.$LOO
Nachos l.95
7 pm till Close • ,

I

I
~

i DOOR PRIZES!

·
Sunday's 3 pm • 10 pm

[II r.r[] r...i.wi.

·1

Valentine
Heart Beat

All day • All night

10 ¢

Shrimp
Oysters
Mon thru Fri 4 P.m · 7 pm

2for 1 cocktails 11 am · 7 pm ."
EVERYDAY
& 10 pm· Close
Hump Day
Wednesday

3 for 1 MtalJ.,.

II

A Penny For Your Thoughts More Than A Woman

I

MICHAEL MURPHEY

I ,

(Most menu Items)

Mon.

·

~

Buy One Entree

Tues.

.

I

Biondies

I"

16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida
(305) 841-0342

I
.I
I

Thursday night is

10¢

Personal Injury and WrongfUlDea~h .
Defective Product Injuries ·
Criminal Law
Initial consultation available without charge

I

dO'Je

II -~'"
Get One Free
I

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

Thurs.

Fri.

I
I
I
I
I
II

I

I
I
I

PAUL DAVIS

·55 Love Affalf Cool Night I Go Crazy

TAVARES
Still Taking Chances 'What's Forever For/Wildfire

CHARLENE
Used To Be I've Never Been To Me

DAVE MASON

•

We .!ust Disagree Only You Know And I Know

SKYY

Movin ' Violation Call Me

THE MICHAEL STANLEY BAND
Take The Time

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
·FEBRUARY 11 & 12
9 P.M. TILL 1:30 A.M.
Seven fot>ulous shows, plus unllmlled use of all Mogle Kingdom at·
tractions! Tickets limited· on sole now at Sears. Woll Klsney World
ticket locations and the Wolf Disney World VIiiage.

ADVANCE TICKETS $11.95 PER PERSON
512.95 PER PERSON AT THE GATE
(IF AVAILABLE)
Each ticket good for one night only

I ~--• Walti V
I..,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,;,,,,,
11731 E. Colonial at-the Quality Inn
: i ' :
....I
Dance to your favorite sounds with a LIVE D.J. from Y•106

I

isney World@
C>1983 WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

•

.
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Sports week
Basketball teams off to battle Rollins
Men look

to pound
rival Tars

Women
rank ·10th
in nation

by Mike Cahdelaria

by Mike Candelaria

Future sports

•

The UCF men's basketball t.eam
moved a step closer to securing ·a spot
in the Sunshine State Conference
tournament Monday night by
defeating Eckerd-College 83-71 in St.
Petersburg.
The vlctory raised the secondplaced Knights' record to 5-1 in the
conference and 13-6 overall. Tonight
the Knights go crosstown to battle
conference rival Rollins College for
the second time this season. UCF won
the first match-up, 93-68.
On Jan. 29 the Knights whip~
Biscayne College 75-64, after losing
83-7 4 to Division I Centenary College
the night before in non-conference action.
The games past
The Knights led 43-36 over Eckerd
by halftime and built a 12-point lead
in the second half. Eckerd rallied, but
· the Knights hung on for the victory.
Dan Faison led the Knights with 23
points, including 17 in the first half.
David Murray and Ronnie Thornton
chipped in with 17 and 16 points.
Against Biscayne the Knights started slowly against a tough man-toman defense but managed to take a
35-28 half-time lead. The second half
saw both t.eams matching baskets until UCF's Larry Gowins converted a
missed UCF free throw into two points, giving them a 64-56 lead with three
minutes left. From there the Knights
cashed in on free throws to ice the
game. Thornton led· the Knights in
scoring with 21 points.
The game against Centenary was a
struggle to the final buzzer. UCF held
a 32-29 lead at halftime, but in the
second half, the Gents used their
superior inside strength to pull away

Future sports

The UCF women's basketball
team raised its record last weekend
to 17-3 and 5-0 in conference play
after beating Eckerd College 89-43
and the University of Tampa 78-66.
UCF has now won seven straight
games and is ranked tenth nationally
ip. Division II.
Head coach Joe Sanchez stated
that the team is right where he
wants them to be as they _enter
tonight's clash with Rollins College.
Against Eckerd, the Lady
Knights cruised to victory. At
halftime 'they led 42-22, as Sanchez
shuttled players in and out of the
game. According to Sanchez, his only con~ern during the game was to
keep his players from injury.
"I was happy to get out of the
Eckerd game with no injuries," Sanchez said. ''It was a very physical
game; it even became dangerous.
Sophomore Susan Brase led UCF
in scoring with. 17 points. Brase was
followed by Dorine Van Tongeren
with 15, and Susan Patz with 10.
Against the Lady Spartans of
'fampa, the Knights had a tougher
time as they struggled to 34-34 at
halftime. In the second half,
bolstered by Patz's excellent inside
play, the Lady Knights pulled away
for the win. Patz scored all 12 of her
points in the final eight minutes of
the game. Sanchez said he was pleased with the performance of Patz, and
another freshman, Chris Strahl. "It
was very impressive to see Strahl
and Patz inside," Sanchez said.
'.'Those two freshmen are threatenmg to,, become a one-two scoring
punch.
Other bright ·spots were guard
Women, page 15 .
I I

Pam Girn'son/F~ture

UCF's Jerry Jensen lifts a jumper to the hoop in last Friday night's action
against Cen~nary. The Knights lost tqe game, but rebounded on Saturday to
defeat Biscayne, 75-64.
from the Knights. Terence Stanley led
the Knights with 18 points while
Faison, UCF's leading scorer,
remained under double figures for the
first time in his UCF career by scoring
only two points.
Tonight'~ game
UCF, a team on an emotional high, ·
will clash with Rollins, a team that is
down.
Rollins is struggling this year, with

.

a 7~11 ·record, but 'Rollins head coach
Tom Klusman vows to have his t.eam
ready to play. "We feel like we can
win; we won't· give up," Klusman
stated. "We have~ to play our style
and be in total control."
Klusman is concerned that his
young Rollins club has not"fared well
against the Knights, and he fears a
psychological block may be
developing.
Men, page 15

_Tennis teams .swing into
tough spring schedules_
by Jeff Frederick
Future sports 1

Ann Ranson/Future

Bridgette Pascual shows the intensity of her game in UCF's victory over
St. Leo on Monday.

The UCF women's tennis team play 22 of their matches at home. The
kicked off its spring schedule Monday eight away matches are all within the
by racking up an impressive 8-1 vie- state. The team will travel to play
tory over St. Leo College.
South Florida, Miami, Flagler, and
The women play Florida Southern the University of Florida. Most of the
on Feb. 7 at UCF. The team plays a team's home matches begin at 2 p.m.
25-match schedule, with most of the - Last year, the 'men's t.eam finished
games being played at UCF. Included second behind Rollins in the Sunshine
in those home matches are - State Conference. They also finished
challengers from Rollins, University in a tie for the ninth spot in the
of Oklahoma, and the University of national rankings for Division II that
Pennsylvania. The women's schedule year.
continues through.mid-April.
Rollins finished second in Division
The men's tennis team opened its II competition ·and it seems like that
season wi~~ -~~ _e~hibition match team will be as equally dominating
against Miami-Dade Jan. 27. In- this year.
eluded in their 30-match schedule are
The UCF-Rollins rivalry will heat
powerhouses like Indiana, Wake up again' when the Knights travel to
• Rollins on Feb. 8. The inen's schedule
Forest and Vanderbilt.
Like the women's team? the men also continues through mid-April.

-
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USFL notebook.

·Generals, Breakers invade UCF campus
1o~ players .
Miller optimistic about

new league's future

trymg out for
Generals
Generals' head coach Chuck
Fairbanks felt good about the
.C8.l.DP and his players after the first
day .of practice Monday. Fairbanks, the former head coach of the
New England Patriots, walked
around the canip and got to know
many of the players.
"For having 100 guys here,
~oming from 100 different directions, things . went quite well.
Things look bett.er today (Monday)
than on my first day at New
England,'' Fairbanks said.
Fairbanks and his coaches will
cut the roster down to 70 players
by Feb. 7.

•••
Former UCF basketball standout Roland 1Ebron is vying for a
spot on the Generals' final 45-man
roster. Last month, Ebron was cut
from the Tampa·Bay Bandits, also
-of the USFL, after attending a twoday mini-camp held by the team in
Tampa. ·

•••
· Roman Gabriel, former star
quarterback for the Los Angeles ..
Rams, is the offensive coordinator
in camp for the Boston Breakers.

by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Most of the players iii the New
Jersey Generals' training camp are
former pro football p,layers looking
. for ·a new life in this new league;
former Buffalo Bills running back
Terry Miller is one of those players.
Miller ran for 1,000 yards in one
season ·during his four years with
· Buffalo, but lik~ many other pro
players, was cut from the team
when his performance fell below .
Boston head coach Dick CowY'
par.
Thanks to the birth of the United
States Football League, Miller is
back in pro football. At 27, he is
one of the veterans in the camp,
but the 5-foot-10-inch, 196-pound
running back from Oklahoma State
is optimistic about his and the
league's ~ture.
Miller feels the league has gained
the solid financial backing it will
need to survive by attaining netcontracts.
work
television
However,
· work televisio~ contracts. However,
he senses that just like any other
. pro league, some franchises are'
going to fare better than others.
According to Miller, the Generals
are one of the organizations that
will remain on top financially.
N.J. head coach Chuck FaiJ:b~.

•

class in everything they do. They
have known what they wanted to
do from day one,'' Miller said.
Although oµly on campus for a
short time, Miller. is satisfied with
the facilities at UCF and he says
that there is no feeling of being
crowded, even though the Boston
Breakers are holding their
workouts on the oth~r side of the
same field.

.,
I

Gene,:-als' Terry Miller played
at Buffalo for four years

,

Azeem Hairs.t yli·n g
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men a·n d Woine·n .. .lncludes Hatt·analysis
OPEN.

·ng"

WEAREH£RE

9·5 Tues. · .Sat.
Thurs. Eve. ·

~II: "

by Appt. Only

J

ot

No Gratultie• Please

riday - Saturday

7213 Curry Ford Rd\.
Orlando
~

273~1313

9:00 -.2:00
®

~REDKEN

Grey
..

Beer Specials

•
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Men----from page ta

•

"A lot of our young players didn't
know about the rivalry, but they're
learning fast," Klusman said. "It puts
added pressure on the players because
that's all our students talk about, is
beating UCF. UCF may have a
whammy over us just like Florida
Southern has a whammy over them."
"UCF has had excellent t.eams and
their quickness has hurt us. UCF

Women--trompage

plays a fast game, and in that type of
1a Knights gave the Lady Tars earlier
game both teams make mistakes. But
in the season. "Last time we shut
UCF has the quickness to compendown their entire offensive game,''
Beverly Knight and forward Andrea Sanchez said. "Our defense was the
sat.e, ''Klusman said.
Jackson. "Beverly has done real well key. Stopping (Lawanna) Gelzer,
(Stephanie) Glance, and (Mary)
· Most of the Knights are looking for-. replacing Karen Harvey (the injured McDaniel will be important for us to ·
ward to the challenge from Rollins. starting point guard). She has come win.''
"The game is special because they're a long way, and so has Andrea
always downgrading us,". Thornton Jackson,'' Sanchez said.
The game will be an especially
said. "We've beaten them in the past
critical one for Rollins because only
In tonight's game with Rollins, the top four teams advance to the
because we're just a better team.
We're quicker, stronger, and have Sanchez would like to see a repeat of conference tournament. Rollins is
better guards."
t~e 78-41 thrashing the Lady
currently in third place.
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25¢ Draft
81.75Pitcher8-11
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Special Discounts
Day&Nite·

T VERN

Friday

Tuesday

81.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

All Imports 81.00

Saturday

Wednesday
Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

* Speeial: Happy Hour

Thursday
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Deadline:
Monday at Noon

for sale

.

SUnday

82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til 7

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing.
:g

Happy Hour 8-11
D-J & Dancing

g Ha

(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297
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for rent

carpool

*

All Day & Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers
>< :g A

A

A

A
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Student Rate:
50 cents per line

services

1981 Honda 750 custom adult driven
bought new paid $3000, will sacrifice,
$1999. Call 365-5720.
---1972 510 Datsun new tires body In excellent
condition engine needs work. $400. Call
365-5720.

Duplex
for
rent,
2-bdrm./2-bath, · I need a ride to and from school. MWF. My COMPUTER RENTAL. Rent a complete
washer/dryer, appliances, $380/mo. Call
first class ,is at 9 AM and finished at 4 PM. OSBORNE computer system Including prln·
277-6584 or 671-0883 after 4 PM.
Please call Ray after 6 PM, 277-0019. Off . fer. Call eves. 886-6138.
Goldenrod Road, Quall Trail Development.
Gay Community Services of CentrGI Florida
Here's your chancel Great :.!-bdrm. duplex .
1/~ mi. from UCF. Wsh/dry; dlshwsh; celling
Ride needed to Windermere or vicinity 0/tl.
offering legal. and · medical referral, coun50) on occasional Fri.'s. Will share expenses. sellng, hot llne with trained members &
fan & all pther conveniences. Available the
Call Gall, 275-4841 .
s:->ecial activities. For Information call THEend of Feb. Call Tom at 275-3241.
GAYS (843-4297).
Mlnolta movie camera 6-1 ratio cost $300
sacrifice $100. Call 365-5720.
W/ option to buy, 3-bdrm .. 2-bath w/ fem.
rm., fireplace, 2-car garage. 1112 mi. from
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
Huge 71h·ft. couch, $50. Club chair, $30. UCF. $475/mo. Call eves. 904-736-1549.
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
Mattress and box springs, $40. Call Steve to
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
come take a look, 282-8229.
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
EXPERT
TYPING:
24
yrs.
exp.
Full
time.
Term
273-5610
Avallable by phone 24 hours. a day: 422papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Le Blanc wooden clarinet In good shape,
0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Correction of spelllng, grammar, punc.,
$125. Bundy alto-sax like new, $150. 282-1.949
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
after 6 PM.
·
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infor
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
Bea, 6~8-1386.
'motion, pregnancy tests and . counseling.
VD screening, ' low cost, confidential ser
An easy quick Inexpensive meal In a glass.
On-site bus s~c . to UCF &Colonial Mall
Rates too high? Call mel Prof typist 16 yrs
Lose weight, gain health. Safe, c o n v e n i e n 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 experience at low rates. Call .DAY o~ vices.
Central Florida Women's
and effective. From the world's oldest and
EVENINGS, 678-4360 .
Health Organization
largest maker of nutritional products. Individual packets mix with water-provide
609
E.
Colonial Drive, Orlando
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
100% of essentlal nutrients plus fiber.
898-0921
Unique Opportunity
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
Pleasant flavor. All natural ingredients. Call Our company Is considering an Ori. area
In any/all jobs. Call Martl-1 ml. from cam3~2 .
office. We employ college-age ladies as
pus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.
hostesses for trade shows & conventions.
Ladies' bike, 2-speed in very good con- Applicants must be 18 or older, considered
Typing service available, 11 years exdition. $75. Must sell. 671·0806.
attractive, outgoing personallty, free to
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275work pt. time. Send name, address, phone,
6257.
·TRS-80 model 1, Level ·11 Basic with plenty of & recent snapshot to Models Unltd., PO Box
manuals and lots of software. Comes com- 3382, Sarasota, FL 33578. Interviews on
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
campus. Equal Opp. Employer.
plete. Must see! Call 275-4834 (John).
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
2. BIG speakers (new) rated 100 watts. 12"
MEN!-WOMEN!
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
woofer, midrange, 2tweeters. Pioneer parts. JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No expapers, resumes, and typing. All work
Guarantee. $160. Mark, 275-4454.
· perlence required . Excellent pay. Worldprepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
wide travel. Summer Job or career. Send $3
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur·
Camptrails backpack, large, frameless, for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. C-5, Box 2049,
naround avail. 671-3007.
Port Angeles, WA 98362.
slightly used, good condition . 896-0518.

typists

•

w

help wa
· nted

.------------------1 Does your club or organization need extra

roommates

cash??? Interested. call 869-0776.
Babysitter needed for two children in my
· home; Mon-Fri 3-6. Must have your own car.
Call 896-5828 after 6 PM.
·

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
Fast, accurate typing. Reasonable rates. $5
minimum. Call Peggy or Fran at 896-9384 or
843-7650.

A room to share In a modern condo.
Walking dist. from UCF. Phone 282-1389.
Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr.
to start. Call 671·7463, l~ave name & numWORD PROCESSING--all typing. Prompt.
Female nonsmoker Is needed to share lg. 3- ber w/ answering svc.
Pro(essional. Reasonable. Resume, $41 Call
bd. 2-bath apt. $125/mo. & 113 utll. Call 671JUDY'S Business Svc., 671-0312.
0806.
f--------.--------~

. wanted

Female UCF student to live !n new home
UCF/Alafaya. Nonsmoker. $40 rent, $20 foot,
$6 elec ., $2 water, $2 tel. A total of $70 rlELP! A special ed school needs recorders.
weekly payments. Call 365-5720.
Please donate your recorders to a worthy
cause . Leave the musical instruments in the
box In ED 255. Thank you!

personal
Andrew, born Sept. 21, 1962 in Miami , FL.
Call 281-0667. Urgent.

Individual Confidential Counsellng
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

RD. WINTER PARK .
628-0405

2233 LEE.

Toll Free 800-432-5249

